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1

Introduction

In the mining industry, the primary function of the jaw crusher is to reduce large rocks into smaller
sizes. The crusher is used for medium/hard to hard rock crushing and it is typically designed with
one fixed jaw and one reciprocating jaw. In underground mines, the jaw crushers are commonly
located underground to enable effective transportation of the ore to the surface.
A potential malfunction of an underground jaw crusher can have catastrophic consequences with
severe limitations of the ore production. Repair or replacement can be complex due to the
underground location.
The jaw crusher described in this case study is of type Morgårdshammar AR150, located at the
Boliden Renström mine close to Skellefteå in northern Sweden.
This particular jaw crusher has been in operation for a long time - at least forty years - but the
bearings have been replaced a couple of times during this period. The crusher is operating at a
depth of 840 meters.

Image 1. A Morgårdshammar AR150 jaw crusher.
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2

Conclusion and summary

During the measurement period, lasting from April 1, 2014 to August 11, 2014 two small outer race
damages - one on each respective frame bearings - were detected. Both damages were judged to
be relatively small and hence no urgent actions were needed. We concluded that the crusher could
run in normal operation for at least six more months before any actions were required, probably
even longer. We recommended however to closely monitor the bearing condition on a regular basis
and watch out for sudden level increases in the trends.
To avoid disturbances from the crushing process itself, a special ”crush filter” was used in the
software in order to only save measurement results when the crusher was running empty. The
strong modulation components (1 times the running speed) were another challenge, affecting the
overall values and in worst case masking the bearing signals. By designing a special “bearing
symptom” using band values in the spectrum domain, a clear and easy to understand trend, one for
each bearing, was created.
The SPM HD method is excellent for this type of low RPM, noisy application. The condition
monitoring system described in this case study reveals any bearing problems on the jaw crusher,
which is one of the most critical machines in the mining industry, in good time.

3

Application description

A jaw crusher basically consists of two plates; one stationary, the other movable. The stationary
plate is called the “fixed jaw” while the movable plate is called the “swing jaw”. The movement of
the swing jaw is created by means of a crank shaft.
The inertia required to crush the material is provided by a weighted flywheel that moves a shaft,
creating an eccentric motion that causes the closing of the gap. The movement of the swing jaw can
be quite small, since complete crushing is not performed in one stroke.
The jaw crusher in this case study is a so called “single toggle” type (see Figure 1 on page 5).
The jaw crusher motion is supported by four bearings; two fixed “frame bearings” and two
“eccentric bearings”.
Typical speed is 181 RPM with only small deviations.
The crusher runs continuously, empty most of the time with shorter periods of actual ore crushing.
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Figure 1. A single-toggle jaw crusher conceptual drawing.

4

System setup

4.1 Measuring equipment
For this application, four shock pulse transducers (type 44000) are used; two each on the frame
bearings and two on the eccentric bearings. RPM is measured, via an inductive probe, on the
flywheel with one pulse per revolution. An Intellinova Compact INS106 online system with a local
database was considered the optimal solution for this application. The customer provided VPN
access to enable SPM personnel to analyze the readings.
The primary purpose of the measurements was to evaluate bearing condition and provide early
forewarning; thus only shock pulse transducers were installed. In this type of application with a lot
of random impacts, the SPM HD method is ideal.

4.2 Condmaster setup
All measuring points are set up identically according to the following scheme.
Table 1. Measuring point setup.
Measuring
point

No. of spectrum
lines

Fmax

SEF*

RPM factor

Rev’s (measuring time)

RPM range

1

3200

100 Orders

10

1

460.8

80-200

2

3200

100 Orders

10

1

460.8

80-200

3

3200

100 Orders

10

1

460.8

80-200

4

3200

100 Orders

10

1

460.8

80-200

*) Symptom Enhancement Factor
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With this setup, the measurement time is 460,8 revolutions. With an RPM of say 181, measurement
time in seconds is (60/181)*460.8= 152,75 seconds; i.e. close to 3 minutes. The measurement
interval is set to 1 measurement every 5 minutes to ensure plenty of readings even if some of them
are rejected due to the crush symptom filter (see below).
The two major difficulties with this application are:
- The crushing process itself severely affecting the SPM HD readings, even with the symptom
enhancer factor set to 10
- Strong modulation caused by the cyclic movement of the swing plate, resulting in the SPM
HD Spectrums being heavily affected by modulation components (1 X, 2 X 3 X etc.).
The crushing disturbances are handled by the “crushing filter”. Measurements affected by the
crushing process exhibit more or less severe ”ski slopes” in the measuring results. By applying a
band at very low frequencies in the spectrum (from 0 to 0,9 orders), the resulting band value will be
high when measurements were disturbed by crushing and low when the readings are unaffected. By
automatically deleting readings where the low frequency band value exceeds a certain level, the
remaining readings will be more “clean” and reliable.

Figure 2. The “crush symptom” setup: a band from 0 to 0,9 orders.
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Figure 3. The setup for the automatic rejection of “Crush_Symptom” .Values exceeding 200 will automatically
be deleted.

The basic idea with the “crush symptom” approach was to measure as much as possible and only
keep the readings which were not affected by the crushing process. Since the crusher is running
empty during the majority of the time, the likelihood of obtaining good quality, reliable readings
was high.
The modulation significantly affecting the spectrums (1X, 2X, 3X frequency components) was
handled with a “multiple band bearing symptom”. By assigning a multiple band, avoiding the 1X,
2X, 3X etc frequency components, the symptom was effectively looking at all non-integer frequency
components. The bearing frequencies certainly are non-integer values, so the “multiple band
bearing symptom” covers all bearing frequencies with one value (except the bearing cage
frequency). The advantage of this approach is that there is only one trend value per bearing,
making surveillance of the crusher easy.
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Figure 4. The “multiple band bearing symptom” setup. The symptom covers all frequencies from 5,1
orders to 19,9 orders avoiding the integer frequency components. Each band has a width of 0,8 orders (for
example 5,1 to 5,9 orders, 6,1 to 6,9 orders).
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Figure 5. A spectrum with the multiple bearing symptoms visible. Note the strong modulation frequencies
(1X, 2X, 3X etc) and the bands looking between the modulation components. The bands covers the BPFO,
BPFI and the BS bearing symptoms.
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5

Case description

In Figure 7 below, the four “multiple bearing symptom trends” can be seen, one trend graph per
bearing. The two “frame bearings” show higher and less stable trends. The trends are created by
applying a moving average filter of ten readings.

Figure 6. The four “multiple bearing symptom trends”, one trend graph per bearing.

Outer race spalls

Figure 7. A spectrum from the frame bearing; a clear outer race damage indication with harmonics and
sidebands. The sidebands are created by the strong 1 X modulation.
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Figure 8. A time signal from the spectrum in Figure 7. Note the peaks originating from the outer race and
the strong modulation once per revolution.
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